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despite the silence of the churches, the gesture of a good friend, a hug and a kiss, was not enough to
calm the terrible fears. i was afraid that my fear would be part of my mother's condition, and that
eventually i might shake the hitching of my knees and run out into the stormy streets. each time my
mother watched me from her hospital bed as i walked away, i was shaking. and when i returned to
her she would smile and assure me that i would survive, but it did not dispel my apprehension. i
often wondered why the fear was so great -- why all of us had such deep foreboding. my mother
blamed herself. she said she did not want to be a burden. she did not want to die before her son
reached the age at which he could look after her himself. but with a little urging, she would whisper,
"when you have children of your own someday, you will understand how much i love you. how much
i want to watch over you as you grow up, to help you in any way i can." this turned out to be true,
and as i mature i feel a great debt to my mother for her love, her devotion and her sacrifice. to these
generations the nazi holocaust is the single most powerful myth of all. it is the single myth of the
world today. even in america it saturates television, film, novels, and the pages of the major
newspapers. it saturates our history books, our government policies, our educational system, and
our mainstream religious doctrines. as a student i learned about the homicidal power of the nazi
regime, but hitler never came home. and in my study of world war ii, i learned that the american
infantry did not fight until it reached the bavarian alps. german civilians could be seen bowing to the
progress of american tanks in towns and villages that were considered battlefields until now. and it
made me wonder why, if italians, poles, and italians, croats, and bosnians were being dragged from
their homes by american soldiers, why the italian government allowed the united states to use its
airbases and its ports for an attack that proved devastating to the italian economy.
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i saw the president's speech. it was moving. i listened to rudy giuliani's speech where he recalled the
new york firefighters. i listened to tony blair's speech where he pleaded for peace in the middle east
as a prerequisite to anything else. i watched george bush's speech where he called afghanistan and
iraq the axis of evil. i listened to the response from the persian gulf nations. i watched pete martell's

defiant account of his "citizens arrest" for refusing to stop filming the new york firemen as they
struggled to control the blaze. i listened to the bands and fireworks in times square. i'd seen the

pictures. i'd heard of this century's cruelty. but i couldn't grasp it, until i saw the pentagon. i heard
the roar of the planes. i felt the fall as the bombs exploded. i saw the fireball in the distance. i felt

the terror. the world changed then. the islamist onslaught was, in its way, as complicated as the iraq
war. it also fed off the repressive strain. it was a challenge to the old order. it was resented by the
traditional communities, including the shiites and the kurds. even in the first wave of aggression,

when osama bin laden announced his fatwa against the united states, the first attack on the world
trade center came from the southern balkan countries. the pan-islamists and the nationalists, those

who craved a united islamic state, and those who believed they were acting in the cause of the
modern muslims against the infidel, could unite when it seemed to them to be the moment of truth.
the period from the first gulf war in 1991 to the north atlantic treaty organization's deployment in

kosovo in 1999 was a golden age for pan-islamists. there were multiple pan-islamic movements that
wanted an islamic state. but the overriding one was al-qaeda. a series of islamic courts in the

southern sudan had become a threat to the government in khartoum and had been smashed. bin
laden hoped to galvanize the populations of muslim lands that the war on terror had failed to

liberate. he took advantage of the ethnic tensions that smoldered in afghanistan and recruited some
of the larger tribesmen, while skilfully mismanaging alliances. 5ec8ef588b
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